Abstract. -The low temperature behaviour of the magnetization and magnetic anisotropy was studied on epitaxial films Ca:YIG. The results were discussed using a new model in which the main role is played by the strong exchange interaction between the paramagnetic 0-and neighbouring ~e~~ ions.
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Introduction
Recently a considerable attention has been given to the study of CaGe:YIG, Ca:YIG, CaGa:YIG epitaxial films in connection with the observed low temp,erature magnetization anomalies [I-41. These effects were explained on the basis of the assumption that towards lower temperatures the hole is gradually localized and forms the tetrahedral ~e~+ (d) ion, which is ferromagnetically coupled to the octahedral ~e~+ (a) ioqs. (According to the Goodenough-Kanamori rules we would rather expect the antiferromagnetic interaction.) The purpose of the present work is to bring further.information on the simple system Ca:YIG and to discuss possible explanations. and then we see a minimum or a region of the saturation. For all films in the measured temperature region the contribution AKl = Kl -Kl (YIG) is small; namely [AKlI < 1.5 x lo4 erg/cm3, which corresponds to lAK1 I < 0.1 cm-l per ion of the dopant. The uniaxial anisotropy constant K, at T < 30 K increases and its value extrapolated to T = 0 K is about lo4 erg/cm3
Ku (0) (P -pee) . (4~Ms/2) ).
Discussion
Our experimental results agree with those in [3, 41 and supplement them namely as far as the dependence on Ca content and the observation of a low temverature increase of 47rMs is concerned. As in [3] we come to the conclusion that Kl is much smaller than that expected for the Fe4+ (d) ions. Especially the latter fact but also a peculiar dependence of p on Ca content do not, support the Fe4+ (d) model, which yields p = 1 -9v/5, where v is the concentration of the Fe4+ (d) ions. In [5] the charge compensation was ascribed to holes on 02-ions. We may assume that towards lower temperatures these holes become gradually localized forming the 0-ions. We now show that the magnetization anomalies can be alternatively explained by strong exchange interactions between the paramagnei;ic 0-and neighbouring Fe3+ ions. Similar mechanism has been recently suggested for the configuration CU"-0--cu2+ occuring in the high temperature superconductors 161.
It is reasonable to assume that the magnitude of exchange integral J, which characterizes Fe3+-0-interaction is much larger than the integral of Fe3+ (d) -
As a consequence the Fe3+ (d) and Fe3+ (a) spins will be parallel to each other regardless of the sign of J. Since in YIG the ~e~~ (d) and Fe3+ (a) spins are antiparallel, it means that either the Fe3+ (d) or Fe3+ (a) spin will be reversed. For an isolated 0-ion (i.e. small Ca concentration) the reversion will take place at the Fe3' (d) spin at which the molecular field is smaller. Thus the magnetic moment p.f.u. will decrease by 9 or 11 PB depending on the orientations of the 0-spin.
The corresponding contribution A to 4nMs is given by A = -(9w/5)4Ms and A = -(llw/5)4M8 for J < 0 and J > 0 respectively. Here w denotes the concentration of the 0-ions. For larger Ca content the situation is more complex since we must consider configurations in which e.g. two ions 0-will be close together. Fbr electrostatic reasons the configuration 0--Fe3+ (a) -0-will be probably preferred. In this case, as can be shown, the Fe3+ (a) spin will reverse, which (for d < 0) corresponds to A = (9w/10) 4nM,.
The quantitative analysis is complicated by the fact that the ca2+ ions and thus the 0-ions may also form clusters in which their concentration is larger that on the average. In summary, for small w the suggested mechanism yields p = 1 -9w/5(J < 0) and for larger w we may expect the decrease of the slope Idp/ dwl or the occurence of a minimum. This could correspond to the average course of the measured dependence p = p (x) if we put w s x.
The more detailed inspection of figure 1 shows e.g. that for x = 0.15 the measured value of p corresponds to p = 1 -92015, where w = x. The charge compensation could be thus attributed almost entirely to the 0-ions. Another situation occurs, however, for the film with x = 0.12; y = 0.017 where the measured value of p yields w = 0.035. Here, the remaining concentration x -y = 0.07 of Ca2+ ions must be compensated in the different way, probably by creation of Fe4+ (d) ions in the strong field configuration. The presence of a small concentration of the ~e~+ (d) ions (S = 2) cannot be however excluded. The number of the 0-or Fe4+ ions participating in the compensation mechanism does not appear to be only a function of the Ca content but depends also on the growth conditions. If it is assumed that the concentration of P t remains small this result can be hardly understood. An explanation could be connected with an inhomogeneous distribution of Ca within the film for which, in the framework of our 0-model, the simple relation p = 1 -9w/5 should not be used to estimate the value of w.
